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The Philippine National Commission for UNESCO (PH NatCom) was established by law 

(R.A 621 in 1951, amended by R.A. 892 in 1953 and R.A. 3849 in 1964) to honor the Philippines’ 

international commitment to UNESCO. PH NatCom’s original mandate was to serve 

as an advisory and liaison body bridging the work of relevant Philippine partners 

to UNESCO’s own work in educational, scientific and cultural matters and concerns.

Over the years and in view of the ever-changing contexts of national, regional and international 

affairs, the role of the PH NatCom has expanded to meet new and increasingly complex 

needs and challenges. Hence, beyond the advisory and liaison functions crafted in the 1950s, 

the tasks of PH NatCom grew to include a more active role in the dissemination of public 

information on UNESCO’s work in the 1960s. By the 1970s, this further evolved to include a 

role in the formulation of policy feedback. The 1990s eventually saw UNESCO’s thrusts begin 

to decentralize altogether, so that national commissions became active organizational 

partners, responsible for defining and expanding their roles in their respective countries.
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UNESCO’s goals in the field of education are to 

help countries provide quality, inclusive, and 

gender-fair education to their citizens from 

early childhood to higher and post

graduate education; develop 

creative, responsible and 

engaged global citizens; 

and promote lifelong 

learning.

PH NatCom, Department of Foreign Affairs - Office of 

United Nations and International Organizations, and 

PH education agencies held a Stakeholders’ Conference on 

the Education 2030 Framework of Action on 9 March 2016 

at the Philippine Social Science Center, Quezon City.

Dr. Patricia Licuanan, Chair of the Commission on Higher 

Education (CHED) and PH NatCom Commissioner, formally 

opened the conference. In her message, Dr. Licuanan said 

EDUCATION

PH NatCom, through its Education 
Committee, brought together 
education stakeholders to ensure 
the confluence between the 
country’s education agenda and 
the new global goals for education 
as embodied in Sustainable 
Development Goal 4 (SDG-4) 
and the Education 2030 Framework 
for Action. It also pursued the 
ratification and implementation of 
UNESCO’s normative instruments in 
education, participated in discussions 
on quality assurance of technical 
vocational education and training 
qualification processes, and 
supported the activities of the 
South East Asia Center of Lifelong 
Learning and Sustainable 
Development.

Aligning the national education agenda 
with the Education 2030 Framework 
for Action

The Education 2030 Framework for Action captures 

member-states’ collective vision and commitment for 

the education sector by 2030. It suggests “ways of 

implementing, coordinating, financing and monitoring 

Education 2030” and contains “indicative strategies 

which countries may wish to draw upon in developing 

contextualized plans and actions, taking into account 

different national realities, capacities and levels of 

development and respecting national policies and 

priorities” (Education 2030: Incheon Declaration and 

Framework for Action, 2015).

To present the salient provisions of the framework and 

deliberate how education agencies can strengthen policies, 

programs and partnerships to meet the 2030 targets, 

Dr. Patricia Licuanan delivers her welcome message 
at the Stakeholders’ Conference on the Education 
2030 Framework of Action.
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Paving the way for the ratification 
and implementation of normative 
instruments on education

PH NatCom worked with the Department of Foreign 

Affairs (DFA) to solicit the concurrence of 

government agencies on the ratification of the 

2011 Asia-Pacific Regional Convention on the 

Recognition of Qualifications in Higher Education.  

The convention lays the groundwork for the 

cross-border recognition of studies, diplomas and 

degrees in higher education throughout Asia-

Pacific. At least five UNESCO member-states in the 

region need to ratify the convention for this to enter 

into force. The convention is consistent with the 

Education 2030 Framework for Action which cites 

“ensuring quality assurance, comparability and 

recognition of tertiary education qualifications” as 

part of its strategies.

In addition, PH NatCom, represented by PH NatCom  

Programme Officer for Education Rex Ubac Jr. and 

ASPNet National Coordinator Josefina V. Escueta, 

joined the Consultation Meeting on Regional 

Guidelines on the Role of Community Learning 

Centres and Adult Competencies for Lifelong 

Learning on 13-14 September 2016 in Bangkok, 

Thailand. The meeting produced a set of comments 

and recommendations that are meant to inform 

UNESCO’s policies on adult education and lifelong 

learning. After the meeting, the Regional Guidelines 

on the Role of Community Learning Centres as 

Facilitators of Lifelong Learning and on Adult 

Skills and Competencies for Lifelong Learning 

were finalized and published in two volumes. 

that the conference is an important step towards 

synergizing the efforts of education agencies to 

achieve the ambitious targets set under the 

Education 2030 Framework of Action. She added 

that the conference affords agencies an 

opportunity to examine the country’s education 

data and find ways of improving and harmonizing 

data collection for better tracking and monitoring 

of performance vis-à-vis targets.

The conference included presentations from 

different government agencies, such as the 

Department of Education (Asst. Secretary Elvin 

Ivan Y. Uy and Asst. Secretary Jesus R. Mateo); 

National Economic and Development Authority 

(Ms. Susan Carandang); Technical Education 

and Skills Development Authority (Deputy 

Director-General Rosanna A. Urdaneta); and 

Philippine Commission on Women (Chairperson 

Remedios I. Rikken). Workshops to review the 

targets and indicators followed the presentations.

In all, at least 100 education planners, administrators, 

service providers, and specialists attended the 

conference. The conference proceedings were 

shared by PH NatCom with the National Economic 

and Development Authority to serve as inputs 

for its preparation of the Philippine National

Development Plan. 

Conference participants discuss targets under Education 2030 and 
relevant performance measures for each target.

Mr. Rex Ubac Jr. and Ms. Josefina V. Escueta join the regional 
review of instruments on lifelong learning.

UNESCO Bangkok, with support from the Japanese-Funds-in-Trust, 
releases the final regional guidelines in two volumes.



Support to the 
South East Asia 

Center of Lifelong 
Learning and 

Sustainable 
Development 
(SEA CLLSD)

Participation in efforts to 
raise the quality of 
technical vocational 
education and training 
(TVET) qualification 
processes

for improving TVET qualification processes to 

ensure that TVET graduates are equipped 

with employable skills.  The participants 

included specialists in national qualifications 

frameworks and TVET; UNESCO researchers; 

and officials of education ministries in 

Asia-Pacific. Dr. Virginia Miralao of PH NatCom 

served as speaker in the two-day meeting.

PH NatCom participated in the 2nd Expert

Meeting on Quality Assurance of TVET 

Qualifications in Asia-Pacific on 11-12 July 

2016 at the TESDA Women’s Center, Taguig 

City. Organized by the Technical Education 

and Skills Development Authority (TESDA) 

with assistance from UNESCO, the meeting 

gathered 10 nations in the Asia-Pacific 

region to discuss challenges to and prospects 

Workshop participants discuss the draft circular on the 
adoption of open educational resources policy.

TVET experts, UNESCO researchers, and officials of education ministries in 
Asia-Pacific gather to improve the quality of TVET qualification processes.

Participants visit the training facilities of the TESDA Human Resource 
Development Institute in Taguig City.
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PH NatCom supported SEA CLLSD’s 

involvement in open educational resources 

(OER) initiatives. These include the 

Workshop on the Philippine Implementation 

Plan for the ICT Competency 

Framework for Teachers Harnessing OER 

Project on 28-29 January 2016, which serves 

as an initial step to the development, 

implementation, and pilot testing of EdTech 1 

and EdTech 2 courses. The other is the 

Writeshop to Finalize the Joint Department 

of Education, TESDA, CHED, and University 

of the Philippines-Open University Circular 

on OER Policy on 29-30 March 2016. The 

joint circular demonstrates the Philippines’ 

commitment to the 2012 Paris OER Declaration 

and sets the national policy on OER. This 

policy shall become the basis of the four 

institutions’ strategic plans for promoting the 

use and integration of OER in Philippine 

education. 

PH NatCom promoted lifelong learning  in its 

major programs and activities especially in 

the Education and Social and Human 

Sciences sectors.
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NATURAL
SCIENCES
In the field of natural sciences, 

UNESCO’s aim is to instigate the 

generation and application of 

scientific knowledge and to foster 

scientific cooperation among 

member-states to create a culture of 

peace, address sustainable 

development challenges, and 

eradicate poverty.

This year, PH NatCom helped 

local government units and 

Filipino scientists access 

UNESCO’s ongoing 

international programmes 

in the sciences, such as the 

Man and the Biosphere 

Programme, Intergovernmental 

Oceanographic Commission, 

and International Geoscience 

and Geoparks Programme. 

Pursuing the expansion 
of the country’s biosphere 
reserves through the Man 
and the Biosphere (MAB) 
Programme

The MAB Programme identifies and helps 

safeguard biosphere reserves, which are 

model sites for biodiversity conservation and 

sustainable use of the natural environment 

by the local community. PH NatCom was 

instrumental in securing the recognition 

of Albay as a biosphere reserve, having 

extended technical assistance to the 

provincial government of Albay during the 

two-year application process. Albay was 

officially declared a biosphere reserve 

at the 28th Session of the UNESCO 

MAB International Coordinating Council 

in Lima, Peru on 18-19 March 2016.

The MAB ICC, in its declaration, highlighted 

the outstanding attributes of Albay including 

the presence of three types of terrestrial 
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Albay is only the third recognized biosphere 

reserve in the Philippines after Puerto 

Galera and Palawan. Aware of the diverse 

ecosystems and unspoiled natural habitats 

around the archipelago, PH NatCom is 

seeking the establishment of more biosphere 

reserves in the country. To this end, PH 

NatCom conducted two MAB workshops 

in 2016 which aimed to introduce the 

ecosystems (forest, grassland and 

agricultural) and two types of aquatic 

ecosystems (freshwater and marine). It 

also cited the “high conservation value” of 

Albay, with its 182 species of terrestrial 

plants, 12 species of mangroves, 40 

species of seaweed, and 5 species 

of marine turtles, to name a few.

Albay Governor Joey Salceda 
who was on hand to witness the 
declaration said, “It is an honor 
for the Province of Albay to be 
approved as a new UNESCO 
Biosphere Reserve of the 
Philippines. We welcome it as 
an ecological marker of excellence 
and as a challenge to our 
community…We consider it as our 
country’s modest contribution to 
the intergenerational transfer of 
resources to the future of the 
Philippines and the future of 
everyone.”

( M A R C H  2 0 1 6 )  

MAB Programme and walk aspiring local 

governments through the nomination 

process. The workshops were also meant 

to help stakeholders prepare nomination 

dossier for sites included in the short list 

of nominees for world heritage inscription 

(see page 29). Eleven local government units 

were represented in these workshops.

E C O L O G I C A L  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S
the biosphere reserve is home to:

The Albay Biosphere Reserve is located in Southeastern 
Luzon in the Philippines. Its inner lands are composed mainly 
of open, grassland and forest ecosystems, while its coastline 
consists of mangrove forest, urban centres and agricultural 
land. It is home to three mountains including Mt Mayon, the 

Philippines’ most active volcano, which reaches 2,462 metres 
above sea level at its highest elevation.  

B I O S P H E R E  R E S E R V E

ALBAY

44,918 ha
BUFFER ZONE

190,917 ha
TRANSITION AREA

12,084 ha

182
TERRESTRIAL 

PLANT SPECIES, 
46 OF WHICH 
ARE ENDEMIC

4
ENDEMIC 
MAMMAL 
SPECIES

12
ENDEMIC 

SPECIES OF 
BIRDS

17
SPECIES OF  
AMPHIBIANS

30
SPECIES OF  

REPTILES

SURFACE AREA
247,919 ha

CORE AREA

5 of 7
KNOWN MARINE 
TURTLE SPECIES

Albay’s marine and coastal ecosystems hosts :

SPECIES 
OF FAUNA12 SPECIES OF  

MANGROVE 272
SPECIES OF FLORA, WHICH 
REPRESENT 62.5% OF ALL 

KNOWN SPECIES IN 
THE PHILIPPINES

62



Promoting the 
International 

Geoscience 
and Geoparks 

Programme (IGGP)

Monitoring 
the status of 

existing 
biosphere 

reserves

Alongside initiatives to expand the 

country’s roster of biosphere reserves, 

PH NatCom also took concrete steps 

to support and monitor the existing 

biosphere reserves. For the Puerto 

Galera Biosphere Reserve, PH NatCom, 

in partnership with concerned agencies 

and experts, conducted field visits and 

dialogues with local authorities to 

discuss the findings of the MAB 

Council relative to management 

and zoning, as well as to offer 

assistance in implementing the Council 

recommendations. These consultative 

discussions resulted in the updating 

of previously submitted reports to the 

MAB Council. PH NatCom also tapped 

the assistance of the National Mapping Philippine delegation attends the 4th World Congress of 
Biosphere Reserves on 14-17 March 2016 in Lima, Peru.

Philippine delegation with UNESCO MAB experts at the 
28th Session of the MAB International Coordinating Council. 

and Resource Information Authority 

to validate the boundaries of core and 

buffer zones and produce cartographic 

maps and orthoimage maps of the 

Puerto Galera biosphere reserve. 

At the November 2016 stakeholders’ 

meeting in Puerto Galera, 

representatives of the Palawan 

Biosphere Reserve and Albay 

Biosphere Reserve discussed ways of 

collaborating and formalizing linkages 

towards the sustainable management of 

biosphere reserves. PH NatCom Deputy 

Executive Director, Ms. Lindsay A. 

Barrientos, and Programme Officer 

for Science and Technology, Mr. Gay 

Alfred Blanco, joined the meeting.

Joining the 
initiatives of the 

Intergovernmental 
Oceanographic 

Commission (IOC)

In addition to MAB, PH NatCom ensures 

that the country participates in the IOC, 

another flagship programme of the 

science sector. IOC’s goal is to improve 

the management of oceans and marine 

resources through research, data/

knowledge-sharing, and capacity-

building. Having won a seat in the 

IOC Executive Council in 2015, the 

Philippines, through PH NatCom, 

designated Dr. Gil S. Jacinto of the 

Marine Science Institute of the 

University of the Philippines as national 

focal person on IOC concerns. PH 

NatCom has been supporting his 

participation in IOC meetings, 

including the recent 49th Session of 

the IOC Executive Council held 

in June 2016. 

As part of the country’s commitment 

to support IOC activities, PH NatCom 

together with the DFA attended the 

fifth Meeting of the Intergovernmental 

Coordination Group for the Pacific 

Tsunami Warning and Mitigation 

System hosted by the Philippine 

Institute of Volcanology and Seismology 

(PHIVOLCS). The meeting tackled the 

inventory of seismic and sea level 

stations and education materials 

in the South China Sea Region and 

discussed the progress of work plans 

for the establishment of South China 

Sea Tsunami Advisory Center (SCSTAC).  

In 2015, UNESCO established a new 

programme, the IGGP, which aims to 

support interdisciplinary geoscientific 

research and recognize “global 

geoparks” or internationally significant 

geological areas. PH NatCom has begun 

promoting the programme and is 

coordinating with authorities working 

on the nomination of two potential 

global geoparks, Bohol Province and 

Mt. Masungi Georeserve (Tanay, Rizal).

UNESCO Global Geoparks give 

international recognition for sites 

that promote the protection of the 

Earth’s geodiversity through the active 

engagement of the local communities.

15

Stakeholders discuss zonation of the Puerto Galera Biosphere Reserve 
in compliance with MAB Programme requirements.

Ms. Lindsay A. Barrientos and Mr. Gay Alfred Blanco visit Mayor Rockey 
Ilagan and the team working for Puerto Galera Biosphere Reserve.

Dr. Gil S. Jacinto attends the 49th Session of the IOC Executive 
Council with Mr. Jesus Enrique Garcia II, First Secretary and 
Consul, Philippine Embassy in Paris and Deputy Permanent 
Delegate to UNESCO.
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SO CIAL 
AND 
HUMAN 
SCIENCES

UNESCO set the following goals for the social and human sciences 

sector: promote research and intellectual cooperation as well as 

develop international standards to engender social transformation 

based on the values of justice, freedom and human dignity.

With UNESCO’s global priorities in mind, PH NatCom, led by its Social and Human Committee, supported 

projects that advocate the teaching of and adherence to ethical principles; raise the level of engagement of 

the Filipino youth; and promote the dissemination of social science research and intellectual exchanges.

Promoting ethics education through the Karunungan Festival

This year, the Karunungan Festival 

delved on the theme “Lifelong 

Learning and Ethics.” Orchestrated 

by the Social and Human Sciences 

and Education Committees, with 

PH NatCom Commissioner Rainier 

Ibana at the helm, the one-day 

conference focused on ethics 

education within the framework of 

lifelong learning. The conference 

provided an opportunity for 

participants to discuss strategies for 

teaching and popularizing ethics in 

the Philippines and Southeast Asia. 

Participants also explored the ethical 

dimensions of climate change and 

analyzed the nexus between ethics 

education and lifelong learning.

The conference consisted of two 

plenary sessions headlined by 

Dr. Ibana (lifelong learning) and 

Ms. Joji Racelis of the Center for 

Family Ministries Loyola House of 

Studies (connecting with today’s 

adolescents). There were also three 

workshop discussions facilitated 

by Prof. Rowena Azada-Palacios 

of the Ateneo de Manila University 

(philosophy for children for lifelong 

ethics learning), The Center of 

Excellence in Public Elementary 

Education Ayala Foundation 

(philosophy for children in the 

Philippine context), and Mr. Damien 

Roiland of Lycée Français de 

Manille (merienda philosophy). 

Mr. Irakli Khodeli, Programme 

Specialist from UNESCO Jakarta, 

served as keynote speaker.

Dr. Rainer Ibana discusses Philippine 
initiatives on lifelong learning.

Prof. Rowena Azada-Palacios demonstrates 
Philosophy for Children techniques.
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Human Sciences Commissioner at the time of his death. 

Dr. Hornedo was a prolific scholar and writer who had 

authored 13 books in the fields of philosophy, education, 

culture, and history, and who served as editor of two academic 

journals, Ad Veritatem and Ivatan Studies Journal. He was 

a recipient of a number of prestigious awards including the 

Don Carlos Palanca Memorial Awards for Literature; National 

Catholic Authors Award; and the Cultural Center of the 

Philippines’  Pilak Award for Service to Culture, the Arts 

and Community.

The conference was held in Dr. Hornedo’s home province 

of Batanes on 10-11 December 2016, the first anniversary 

of his passing. Presentations focused on the areas of 

specialization of Dr. Hornedo, such as cultural studies, 

heritage and conservation, history, and philosophy.

(TAYO) Awards. Spearheaded by the TAYO Awards Foundation, 
Sen. Paolo Benigno “Bam” Aquino, and the National Youth Commission, 
the award program recognizes youth organizations that created lasting 
impact on communities, schools or the workplace through their 
innovative and sustainable projects. PH NatCom, in particular, was 
given an opportunity to share its experiences on leveraging culture and 
the arts to transform communities and bring sustainable development.

Support to activities targeting the Filipino youth

on 19 April 2016, were aimed at 

encouraging university students to 

get involved in the electoral process 

by raising questions, participating 

in the analysis of issues, and helping 

craft a youth agenda for the country’s 

next set of leaders.

PH NatCom also mentored youth 

organizations under the Culture and 

the Arts as well as Peace and Human 

Development categories of the Ten 

Accomplished Youth Organizations 

CENTEX Ayala Foundation demonstrates Philosophy 
for Children in the Philippine context through 
children’s literature.

PH NatCom staff and volunteers with Prof. Rowee Azada-Palacios, Dr. Rainier Ibana and Mr. Irakli Khodeli

True to UNESCO’s longstanding 

commitment to the youth, PH NatCom 

provided support to youth-centered/

youth-oriented activities in 2016. Through 

its Social and Human Sciences and 

Education Committees, it partnered with 

the Department of Political Science of 

the University of the Philippines (UP) 

Diliman to conduct two voter education 

seminar-workshops in preparation for 

the upcoming national elections. The 

workshops, held at the UP Diliman on 

4 April 2016 and in Legazpi City, Albay 

Promoting intellectual 
discussions on relevant issues

PH NatCom partnered with the DFA’s Foreign Service 

Institute to organize two consecutive fora on 

Philippine external relations with Dr. Alice Bala of the 

University of Delaware as speaker. The first forum, 

held on 25 May 2016, tackled the topic “Impact 

of US-China Power Rivalry on ASEAN 

Institutionalization.”  Former senator Orlando 

Mercado served as discussant. The second forum, 

held on 26 May 2016, discussed the “State of 

International Relations as an Academic Discipline.” 

Discussants included Dr. Jorge Tigno (migration), 

Dr. Florian Alburo (global trade), and Dr. Ruth Rico 

(climate change) of the University of the Philippines, 

and Dr. Charmaine Willoughby (security) of 

De La Salle University.

PH NatCom also gave assistance for the mounting 

of the First Florentino H. Hornedo Memorial 

Conference. The conference honors the memory of 

Dr. Florentino “Flor” Hornedo who was a Social and 

TAYO Awards Foundation staff together with mentors from various national government agencies

UP Diliman students engage the speakers during the open 
forum of the workshop.

Dr. Charmaine Willoughby, Dr. Ruth Lusterio-Rico and Dr. Alice D. 
Ba discuss non-traditional security issues during the open forum.

Dr. Florentino Hornedo served as PH NatCom Commissioner 
for the Social and Human Sciences.

Dr.  Hornedo, a proud Ivatan, was honored for his scholarly contributions through the 
First Florentino H. Hornedo Memorial Conference.
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COMMU N ICAT IO N 
AND INFO R M AT ION

Freedom of expression, access to 

knowledge and information, 

and media development—

considered the building blocks 

of a knowledge society—

constitute the main advocacies 

of UNESCO in the area of 

communication and 

information.

Addressing the safety of 
journalists

PH Natcom remains committed to addressing 

threats to and protecting freedom of 

expression in all platforms. In cooperation 

with the Department of Justice and the 

DFA, it monitored reports on the unsolved 

cases of slain Filipino journalists to ensure 

that the perpetrators are brought to justice. 

It also endorsed, for UNESCO Participation 

Programme funding, the project titled 

“Integration of the Safety of Journalists in 

the Curricula of Philippine Journalism 

Schools,” which aims to develop modules 

on the safety of journalists for integration 

in the curricula of schools with journalism/

media programs. The project will be 

undertaken by the Asian Institute of 

Journalism and Communication.

PH Natcom’s Communication and Information Committee pursued local initiatives that are aligned 

with UNESCO’s global advocacies, specifically the safety of journalists, Memory of the World 

Programme, and Information for All Programme.

Preserving and sharing 
documentary heritage through 
the Memory of the World (MOW) 
Programme

UNESCO notes that many of society’s documentary 

heritage (i.e., documents that have historical, 

social and cultural value at the national, regional 

and global levels) have disappeared due to war, 

disaster, accident, or neglect. The Memory of 

the World Programme aims to address this by 

supporting the preservation of these documents 

and ensuring that people around the globe are aware of 

and have access to them. 

The MOW international register lists all valuable 

documents that had been vetted by UNESCO. 

Included in this register are four items from the 

Philippines as follows: Philippine Paleographs 

(Hanunoo, Buid, Tagbanua and Pala’wan); Radio 

Broadcast of the Philippine People Power Revolution; 

José Maceda Collection; and the Presidential Papers 

of Manuel L. Quezon. The Philippines also has a MOW 
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Participating in the Information 
for All Programme (IFAP)

UNESCO established IFAP to spur global 

discussion and help member-states devise 

policies and programs on the following areas: 

improving information literacy; promoting 

the use of information and communication 

technologies (ICT) for development; addressing 

the ethical, legal and societal aspects of 

the applications of ICT; and preserving and 

facilitating access to knowledge and information.

In 2015, the Philippines was reappointed 

to the eight-member Bureau of the 

Intergovernmental Council for IFAP, which is 

responsible for reviewing and approving IFAP 

projects and holding debates on relevant issues. 

The Philippines will hold this seat until 2019.

In addition to fulfilling its responsibilities as 

Council member, the Philippines continues to 

participate in the activities of IFAP. In 2016 for 

example, PH Natcom supported the participation 

of Prof. Ramon Tuazon at the First IFAP 

International Conference on the theme “Media 

and Information Literacy for Building a Culture 

of Open Government” held from 6 to 10 June 

2016 at Khanty-Mansiysk, Russian Federation. 

Prof. Tuazon took center stage as one of the 

plenary speakers of the conference. One hundred 

experts from 45 countries were in attendance. 

In his speech, Prof. Tuazon underscored the 

key role played by public information officers 

in “promoting and pursuing transparent, 

accountable, and citizen-oriented governance.” 

He cited the many challenges brought about 

by the emerging knowledge society and 

expounded on the competencies that public 

information officers should possess to function 

effectively in an evolving work environment.

national register which currently has one inscription, 

the film Ganito Kami Noon, Paano Kayo Ngayon? 

In 2016, PH Natcom conducted an Awareness 

Raising Seminar and Writeshop Series on the MOW 

Programme in collaboration with the Centre for New 

Cinema which is headed by Prof. Nick Deocampo. 

Resource speakers included historians, such as 

Prof. Ambeth Ocampo, Dr. Bernardita Churchill, 

Dr. Maria Nela Florendo, and Dr. Charita delos Reyes; 

anthropologists, such as Dr. Analyn Salvador-Amores 

and Prof. Myfel Paluga; archivists, such as Mr. Michael 

Francisco and Mr. Isikias Picpican; and other experts. 

The three-city seminar-writeshop series was 

organized to introduce the MOW Programme, raise 

awareness on the Philippine documents in the 

register, and identify important documents that 

can be proposed for inclusion in the MOW Register. 

At the end of the series, participants drew up a 

provisional list of nominees for the MOW such as 

Hermano Pule records, the Kalatagan syllabary, the 

UP Martial Law documents, the Daniel Burnham 

blueprints, and the Elpidio Quirino papers.

Prof. Nick De Ocampo emphasizes the importance of cultural heritage and 
its documentation in shaping national and local identities.

Dr. Bernardita Churchill, President of the Philippine National Historical Society, 
highlights the importance of documents to a community’s collective memory. 

Open forum of the Memory of the World Awareness Raising Seminar Series

Initiative to mainstream gender 
considerations in Philippine media 
content and operations 

In line with UNESCO’s global focus on gender, 

PH Natcom successfully endorsed the project 

“Mainstreaming Gender Equality and Gender Sensitivity 

in Philippine Media” for funding under the Participation 

Programme. The project, which shall be undertaken 

by the Philippine Social Science Council, is expected 

to produce state of the art assessments on Philippine 

media organizations’ adherence to independent and 

legal/regulatory instruments promoting the fair and 

sensitive treatment of women and LGBTQ in media texts 

and workplace operations; and on the extent to which 

educational institutions and organizations involved in 

media training have incorporated gender equality and 

sensitivity as an important discourse in their curricula, 

syllabi and training modules. The final project 

outcomes will include a training module for continuing 

education of media professionals, and a course pack 

for media, communication and related programs in 

tertiary education.  

Prof. Ramon Tuazon, along with more than a hundred experts from 45 
countries, gather for the first IFAP international conference in Russia.
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CULTURE

As the sole UN agency directly 

responsible for cultural concerns, 

UNESCO has made it its mission 

to encourage countries to 

incorporate culture in their 

development strategies; nurture 

people’s creativity and support 

creative industries; promote 

cultural and linguistic diversity; 

and facilitate the 

preservation of 

cultural heritage.

 

Enhancing stakeholders’ 
capacity to manage world 
heritage tourism destinations

To enhance the proficiency of heritage site 

managers, national and local government 

planners and administrators, and the Ifugao 

people to deliver sustainable tourism, 

PH NatCom organized a Workshop and Public 

Meeting on Sustainable Tourism at the World 

Heritage Site of the Rice Terraces of the 

Philippine Cordilleras on 22-24 February 

2016 in Solano, Nueva Vizcaya. The workshop 

introduced the UNESCO World Heritage 

Sustainable Tourism Toolkit, focusing 

specifically on Guides 5 to 10 (communication, 

infrastructure, value, behavior, investment 

and monitoring).

PH NatCom’s Culture Committee 

spearheaded this year’s efforts to 

equip stakeholders with necessary 

skills to manage current world heritage 

tourism destinations, while pursuing 

the inscription of more world heritage 

sites in the country. At the same time, 

PH NatCom continued to honor its 

commitments as member of the World 

Heritage Committee and as state party 

to UNESCO conventions on culture.
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Sites in Malaysia and Southeast Asia,” which is funded by the 

Malaysian government through the Malaysia Funds-in-Trust with 

UNESCO. The project aims to pilot-test the sustainable tourism 

toolkit in three selected sites—The Rice Terraces of the Philippine 

Cordilleras; Melaka and George Town, the Historic Cities of the 

Straits of Malacca; and the Cultural Landscape of Bali Province: 

the Subak System as a Manifestation of the Tri Hita Karana 

Philosophy. The UNESCO Office in Jakarta, which developed 

the project, intends the three pilot sites to become 

good-practice models for other heritage sites in the region.

Initiatives to expand the country’s 
world heritage sites

PH NatCom led efforts to identify potential world 

heritage areas in the country and facilitate their 

nomination to UNESCO. Workshops in 2014 and 

2015 had produced an additional set of nominees, 

such as the  Mt. Mayon Natural Park and 

Mt. Mantalingajan Protected Landscape, and affirmed 

the list earlier submitted by the Philippines, such as 

the Apo Reef Natural Park, Batanes Protected 

Landscapes and Seascapes, Chocolate Hills Natural 

Monument, and Coron Island Natural Biotic Area, 

and, to name a few. 

The workshop served as a follow-up 

to the Initiation Workshop on 

Sustainable Tourism at the Rice 

Terraces of the Philippine Cordilleras 

held on 26-28 October 2015 in 

Banaue, Ifugao. The 2015 and 2016 

workshops affirmed the commitment 

of the provincial government of 

Ifugao to promote the sustainable 

management of the Rice Terraces 

of the Philippines Cordilleras in 

collaboration with international 

organizations and national, regional 

and local government agencies. 

The workshops also generated the 

consensus of the stakeholders on the 

need to develop an Ifugao Tourism 

Master Plan that includes harmonized 

strategic objectives and measures 

that complement existing local plans.

These two workshops are part of an 

ongoing region-wide project called 

“The Power of Culture: Supporting 

Community-Based Management and 

Sustainable Tourism at World Heritage 

Experts and representatives from UNESCO Jakarta join PH NatCom and 
the provincial government of Ifugao during the three-day workshop.

Gov. Denis B. Habawel calls for the adoption of the Ifugao Tourism Master 
Plan during the public meeting with stakeholders.

P H I  L  I  P P I  N  E    S  I  T E  S    A  N D   P R  O  P E  R  T I  E  S    I  N    U  N E  S  C  O  ’  S    T E  N T A T I  V E    L  I  S  T 
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Explored the transnational 

nomination of the 

Manila-Acapulco 

Galleon Trade Route

PH NatCom lent its support to the Philippine 

government’s initiative to explore the 

transnational nomination of the Manila-

Acapulco Galleon Trade Route to the 

UNESCO World Heritage List. The 

Manila-Acapulco Galleon Trade Route was 

a 250-year old trans-Pacific trade route 

which involved the Philippines, Mexico, the 

US and a host of other countries. 

As a preliminary step, PH NatCom gathered 

experts from the Philippines to document 

the wide-ranging impacts and influences 

of the galleon trade on the country and 

elsewhere. It held as well initial talks with 

experts and counterparts from Mexico. 

The research papers arising from this 

effort were put together in the publication, 

Kabarkadahan: La Ruta del Galeon 

Manila-Acapulco (2016). The papers 

discussed the discovery and consequences 

of the tornaviaje (eastward sailing route 

from Manila to Acapulco); diffusion of 

cultural artifacts in the Pacific Rim and 

emergence of shipbuilding industry arising 

from galleon trade; culinary transitions 

during the galleon era; spread of Oriental 

textile; and introduction of Western-style 

printing in the Philippines.

The Philippine government is seeking the 

international recognition of this route in 

light of its contribution to global economic 

history and cultural diffusion.  Mr. Michael 

Manalo, Chairperson of PH NatCom’s Culture 

Committee, notes in Kabarkadahan’s 

foreword, “The maritime route persisted 

and was innovative and daring. It changed 

many things, from naval engineering, 

cartography, to eating habits and patterns 

of dress. Languages were enriched with 

new words flowing out of both points 

melded into this polychromatic tapestry 

that would eventually weave itself into the 

baroque age with all confidence.”

 

PH NatCom organized two workshops in 

2016 to specifically provide advice and 

technical assistance to local government 

units and site managers of shortlisted 

cultural or natural on the preparation of 

nomination dossiers. Mr. Eric B. Zerrudo 

and Mr. Michael F. Manalo, PH NatCom 

Commissioners for Culture, served as the 

main resource persons in the workshops 

and technical consultation, with NatCom 

Programme Officer Jefferson Chua providing 

assistance. The workshops were also an 

occasion to introduce and solicit 

nominations for the Man and the Biosphere 

Programme (see page 13). At the end of 

the workshops, participants successfully 

filled up portions of the nomination dossier 

for each shortlisted site.

Mr.  Michael Manalo gives important pointers on 
the preparation of strong nomination dossiers.

PH NatCom with site managers of World Heritage sites in the Philippines.

Local government representatives and site managers of shortlisted sites 
and properties consult with Mr. Eric  Zerrudo and Mr. Michael Manalo.

Dr. Roy Ponce of the Mt. Hamiguitan Range Wildlife Sanctuary 
and Mr. Jefferson Chua encourage site managers to tap the 
academe in writing their nomination dossiers.
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Meeting PH obligations as member of UNESCO bodies 

Since winning a seat in two highly prestigious UNESCO bodies, the World Heritage Committee 

(2013-2017) as well as the Intergovernmental Committee for the Safeguarding of the Intangible 

Cultural Heritage (2016-2020), the Philippine government has endeavored to fulfill its 

committee obligations. 

In 2016, PH NatCom convened two Experts’ Meetings in preparation for the 40th World Heritage 

Committee Session in Istanbul, Turkey. In the first meeting, held on 1 June 2016, the experts 

reviewed the dossiers and consolidated the Philippine position on the sites nominated for 

inscription in the World Heritage List. The second meeting, held on 15 June 2016, was devoted 

to an evaluation of the site conservation reports. The inputs from these experts’ meetings 

Secretary-General Lila Ramos Shahani reviews dossiers of nominated intangible cultural heritage 
with experts from the government and private sector.

H.E. Amb. Ma. Theresa Lazaro greets H.E. Amb. Lale Ülker, 
Chair of the 40th Session of World Heritage Committee.

H.E. Amb. Ma. Theresa Lazaro is joined by the other Philippine delegates, 
Ms. Pisces Joy Razon, Dir. Donna Celeste Feliciano Gatmaitan, and 

First Secretary Jesus Enrique Garcia II, at 40th World Heritage Committee Session.

Secretary General Lila Ramos Shahani heads the Philippine delegation to the 11th Session of the Intergovernmental Committee for the Safeguarding of the 
Intangible Cultural Heritage. Also in attendance were Mr. Eric B. Zerrudo, Dr. Norma Respicio, Ms. Royce Lyssah Malabonga, and Mr. Jefferson Chua.

informed the Philippines’ interventions at the 40th World Heritage Committee 

Session in Istanbul, Turkey on 10-20 July 2016. The Philippine delegation to the 

40th World Heritage Committee Session was headed by H.E. Ma. Theresa P. Lazaro, 

Philippine Ambassador to France and Permanent Delegate to UNESCO.

PH NatCom also engaged experts from the national government as well as the private sector 

to review 50 nominated intangible cultural practices and expressions in three categories, 

namely, the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity, the List of 

Intangible Heritage in Need of Urgent Safeguarding, and the Register of Good Safeguarding 

Practices. These discussions served as inputs to the 11th Session of the Intergovernmental 

Committee for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage in Addis Ababa, 

Ethiopia on 28 November-2 December 2016. PH NatCom Secretary General Lila Ramos 

Shahani led the delegation.
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REPRESENTATIVE LIST OF THE 
INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE 

OF HUMANITY
Almezmar, drumming and dancing 

with sticks (Saudi Arabia) 
Beer culture in Belgium (Belgium)

Carnival of El Callao, a festive 
representation of a memory and 

cultural identity (Venezuela 
(Bolivarian Republic of))

Argungu international fishing and 
cultural festival (Nigeria)

 Bhojpuri folk songs in Mauritius, 
Geet-Gawai (Mauritius)

Carnival of Granville (France)

Falconry, a living human heritage 
(United Arab Emirates – Austria – 

Belgium – Czechia – France – 
Germany – Hungary – Italy – 

Kazakhstan – Republic of Korea – 
Mongolia – Morocco – Pakistan – 
Portugal – Qatar – Saudi Arabia – 

Spain – Syrian Arab Republic) 

Charrería, equestrian tradition in 
Mexico (Mexico)

Culture of Jeju Haenyeo (women 
divers) (Republic of Korea) 

Gada system, an indigenous 
democratic socio-political system of 

the Oromo (Ethiopia) 

Flatbread making and sharing 
culture: Lavash, Katyrma, Jupka, 
Yufka (Azerbaijan – Iran (Islamic 

Republic of) – Kazakhstan – 
Kyrgyzstan – Turkey)

Idea and practice of organizing 
shared interests in cooperatives 

(Germany)

Living culture of three writing 
systems of the Georgian alphabet 

(Georgia)

Khidr Elias feast and its vows (Iraq)
Kuresi in Kazakhstan (Kazakhstan)

Momoeria, New Year's celebration in 
eight villages of Kozani area, West 

Macedonia, Greece (Greece) 
Mangal Shobhajatra on Pahela 

Baishakh (Bangladesh)

Nawrouz, Novruz, Nowrouz, 
Nowrouz, Nawrouz, Nauryz, Nooruz, 

Nowruz, Navruz, Nevruz, Nowruz, 
Navruz (Afghanistan – Azerbaijan – 
India – Iran (Islamic Republic of) – 
Iraq – Kazakhstan – Kyrgyzstan – 
Pakistan – Tajikistan – Turkey – 

Turkmenistan – Uzbekistan)

 Music and dance of the merengue 
in the Dominican Republic 

(Dominican Republic)
Palov culture and tradition 

(Uzbekistan)

Oshi Palav, a traditional meal and 
its social and cultural contexts 

(Tajikistan)

Puppetry in Slovakia and Czechia 
(Slovakia – Czechia)

Practices related to the Viet beliefs 
in the Mother Goddesses of Three 

Realms (Viet Nam)

Traditional craftsmanship of Çini- 
making (Turkey)

Rumba in Cuba, a festive 
combination of music and dances 
and all the practices associated 

(Cuba)

Škofja Loka passion play (Slovenia)
Traditional wall-carpet 

craftsmanship in Romania and the 
Republic of Moldova (Romania – 

Republic of Moldova)

The Twenty-Four Solar Terms, 
knowledge in China of time and 

practices developed through 
observation of the sun’s annual 

motion (China)

Yoga (India)
Tahteeb, stick game (Egypt)

Valencia Fallas festivity (Spain) 
Winegrowers’ Festival in Vevey 

(Switzerland) 
Yama, Hoko, Yatai, float festivals in 

Japan (Japan) 
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Exploring the possible 
application to the 
Creative Cities Network

UNESCO Creative Cities are cities that promote 

and owe their development to creative 

activities and cultural industries, i.e., crafts 

and folk arts, media arts, film, design, 

Studying the relevance of 
normative instruments 
on culture to Philippine 

conditions

Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership 

of Cultural Property; 2001 Convention on the Protection of 

Underwater Cultural Heritage; and the 2005 Convention on 

the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of 

Cultural Expressions. 

As part of efforts to study the country’s possible accession 

to the 1970 Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and 

Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of 

Ownership of Cultural Property, PH NatCom along with the 

National Museum participated in the Sub-Regional Workshop 

PH NatCom has been coordinating with relevant government agencies and consulting 

experts and international agencies to determine the relevance or applicability of 

UNESCO normative instruments on culture to Philippine conditions. These 

instruments include the 1954 Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in 

the Event of Armed Conflict; 1970 Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and 

on the Fight Against Illicit Trafficking of Cultural Property in 

Jakarta, Indonesia on 11-12 August 2016. The workshop 

included discussions on the features of the 1970 Convention, 

national mechanisms to protect cultural heritage objects, 

and regional strategies for fighting against illicit trafficking. 

Following the workshop, PH NatCom received a letter 

from National Museum recommending the ratification of 

the said convention and the complementary instrument, 

the 1995 UNIDROIT Convention on Stolen or Illegally Exported 

Cultural Objects. It requested the assistance of PH NatCom 

in coordinating with concerned national agencies on the 

instruments’ ratification.

gastronomy, literature, music. In 2016, PH NatCom began 

to explore the possibility of pursuing the recognition of 

select Philippine cities as creative cities. It participated in 

the pre-launch of the Creative Marketplace Project of the 

Department of Trade and Industry-Center for International 

Trade Expositions and Missions (DTI-CITEM) which was 

attended by key stakeholders from the creative economy 

sector. They represent PH NatCom’s potential partners in the 

application of Philippine cities to the creative cities network.

Dr. Etienne Clement, Deputy Director of UNESCO 
Bangkok, served as the workshop resource speaker.

Thirty participants from various Asian countries attend the Sub-Regional Workshop on the 
Fight Against Illicit Trafficking of Cultural Property.

Mr. Jefferson Chua introduces the Creative Cities Network to participants 
during the launch of DTI-CITEM’s Creative Marketplace Project.

Ms. Julia Nebrija, MMDA Assistant General Manager for Operations, shares the 
government’s vision and current efforts to make Metro Manila a livable city.

LIST OF INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE IN 
NEED OF URGENT SAFEGUARDING

Bisalhães black pottery 
manufacturing process (Portugal)

Cossack’s songs of Dnipropetrovsk 
Region (Ukraine) 

Chapei Dang Veng (Cambodia)  Ma'di bowl lyre music and dance 
(Uganda)

Community project of safeguarding 
the living culture of Rovinj/Rovigno: 

the Batana Ecomuseum (Croatia)

Oselvar boat: Reframing a 
traditional learning process of 

building and use to a modern context 
(Norway) 

Safeguarding of the folk music 
heritage by the Kodály concept 

(Hungary)

Regional Centres for 
Craftsmanship: A strategy for 

safeguarding the cultural heritage 
of traditional handicraft (Austria)

Festival of folklore in 
Koprivshtitsa: A system of practices 

for heritage presentation and 
transmission (Bulgaria) 

REGISTER OF GOOD 
SAFEGUARDING PRACTICES

REGISTER OF GOOD 
SAFEGUARDING PRACTICES



NETWORKS
PH NatCom sustained its support to the 

Associated Schools Project Network (ASPNet) 

and the National Association of UNESCO 

Clubs in the Philippines (NAUCP). 

It also maintained its linkage 

with other youth organizations.



SEMINAR ON THE ROLE 

OF THE ASSOCIATED 

SCHOOLS PROJECT 

NETWORK 

PH NatCom conducted a seminar for member-

schools of ASPnet on 18 October 2016 at the 

Department of Foreign Affairs to re-orient 

them on the mandate of ASPnet, especially 

how it works to advance UNESCO’s mission, 

and to discuss as well the requirements and 

procedures for the renewal of accreditation. 

It also gave PH NatCom a platform to inform 

the participants of the new programmes and 

priorities of UNESCO along its five sectors. 

7TH ASIA-PACIFIC SCHOOL 

LEADERSHIP ACADEMY

PH NatCom identified and sent two Philippine 

representatives to the 7th Asia-Pacific School 

Leadership Academy on 20-25 October 2016 in 

Seoul, Republic of Korea. The academy was set up by 

the Asia-Pacific Centre of Education for International 

Understanding (APCEIU) with the intent of helping 

school administrators in the Asia-Pacific region 

integrate global citizenship education and 

education for international understanding into the 

school curriculum, primarily through the development 

and implementation of cross-cultural school exchange 

programmes. The overarching goal is to help schools 

reinforce positive values such as respect for others, 

harmony and acceptance despite cultural differences. 

This year’s theme was “Global Citizenship Education 

for Sustainable Development Goals:  From 

Commitment to Action.” The leadership course was 

organized and supported by APCEIU in collaboration 

with UNESCO Bangkok and Seoul Metropolitan Office 

of Education. It consisted of workshops, lectures, 

and school visits. The Philippine representatives 

joined other delegates from the following countries: 

Bhutan, Cambodia, India, Indonesia, Japan, 

Kazakhstan, Malaysia, Nepal, Philippines, Thailand 

and Republic of Korea. 
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Deputy Executive Director Lindsay A. Barrientos welcomes 
participants to the ASPNet Orientation and Seminar Workshop.

Mr. Rex Ubac Jr. and Ms. Josefina Escueta answer queries 
on ASPNet programmes and projects. 

Representatives of ASPNet member-schools actively participate in the orientation and seminar workshop.

The organizers of the 7th Asia-Pacific School Leadership Academy 
receive recognition. 

Principals and Vice Principals of schools from Asia Pacific countries discuss 
the importance of global citizenship education. 

Ma. Eva Nacion, Principal of Manila Science High 
School, and Mr. Ronaldo Garcia, Principal of the 
Sariaya East Central Elementary School, represent 
the Philippines in the 7th Asia-Pacific School 
Leadership Academy.

 



INTERNATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF YOUTH FOR UNESCO 

discussed the core principles and concepts 

of the SDGs and how these can be 

actualized through grassroots activities and 

programmes. Committee recommendations 

along each of UNESCO’s line of work were 

crafted and adopted by the participants. 

Essay writing and poster making contests 

on the identified theme were also held. 

The gathering likewise served as a venue to 

award accreditation to the 48 new UNESCO 

Clubs which are expected to bring the 

ideals of UNESCO closer to the community. 

The newly accredited clubs add to the 

B A G O N G  S I B O L
Y 4 U  O F F I C I A L  T H E M E  S O N G

C O M P O S E D  B Y

JONATHAN JAIME GUERRERO

M U S I C A L  A R R A N G E M E N T  B Y 

JOHN PAUL LANUZA 
PATRICK JOSEPH ESTILLOMO

Gumising na tayo kaibigan

Bumangon na tayo sa bagong 

umaga

Natuto na tayo sa pangaral ng 

kahapon

Sa hirap ng ating kabaro’t kanayon

Buo ang tapang at tiwala

Tuparin natin at ipaglaban 

ang tama

Tayo ang panibagong pag-asa 

ng mundo 

Sa paparating na pagbabago

(Ano ba’ng paparating

Tara na at awitin natin!)

Isang mundong masagana,

malinis, maunlad, at payapa

Walang gutom at lamangan, 

sakit, kahirapan

Tara na, sabay nating isigaw (Y4U)

Kaya tayo nandirito

Y4U, Youth for UNESCO

PH NatCom maintained its partnership with 

the National Association of UNESCO Clubs 

in the Philippines in the conduct of the 6th 

International Assembly of Youth for UNESCO. 

This year’s youth assembly was held on 

20-23 September 2016 at Cebu Normal 

University, Cebu City and focused on the 

theme “Championing the Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) through 

Grassroots Action Of, By, and For All.” 

A total of 213 delegates from across the 

country and neighboring ASEAN countries 

attended the youth assembly, exchanging 

ideas and building new networks. They 

current 28 UNESCO Clubs in good standing. 

A new set of board members and officers 

was elected at the general meeting of all 

accredited UNESCO Clubs in the country.

The UNESCO Clubs adopted an official theme 

song Bagong Sibol (new beginning) which 

was inspired by Sustainable Development 

Goals. The song highlights the SDG 

vision of a world free of hunger, poverty and 

instability, and of societies that care for 

the environment, have educated citizens, 

and strive for sustainable development. 

 

Cebu Normal College sponsors this year’s 
International Youth Assembly.

Ms. Pilar Melizza Binuya of DFA UNIO facilitates the 
discussion on Environment and Climate Change.

Mr. Rex Ubac Jr. leads the discussion on Culture, 
Arts and Human Sciences.

PH NatCom’s Michelle Dulay steers the discussion on 
Education for All during one the breakout sessions.

Mr. Christopher Villarino engages the delegates with 
lively dialogue on Climate Change Action. Y4U delegates deliberating on their committee resolution.

Delegates pledge their commitment to the environment 
and action plan for climate change.

Delegates dance to Bagong Sibol, the Y4U 
Official Theme Song.



NAUCP BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
2016 – 2018

CHAIRMAN 
Serafin A. Arviola, Jr. 
Philippine Normal University

PRESIDENT
Jonathan Jaime G. Guerrero
Bicol University

VICE PRESIDENT FOR INTERNAL AFFAIRS
Danilo Soriano Jr. 
FQD Club of Dagupan City

VICE PRESIDENT FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 
Ronel M. Villanueva
Bicol University

SECRETARY-GENERAL
Job D. Paguio
Bataan Peninsula State University

TREASURER
Norman M. Mirabel
LGU of Taguig City

AUDITOR
Ma. Celeste Y. Castro
Lyceum Northwestern University

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER FOR LUZON
Adriane Dave N. Teves 
Lyceum of the Philippines – Laguna

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER FOR VISAYAS
Cheradee Ann M. Cabanlit
Cebu Institute of Technology – University

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER FOR MINDANAO
Kennjave Mark T. Parlero
Young Educators’ Converegence of SOCCSKSARGEN, Inc. 

MEMBERS 
Grace D. Tiqui
University of the Assumption – Pampanga

Dr. Renelyn E. Bautista
Bicol University

Lovely Jean Molato
Cebu Normal University

Marius Viktor U. Aragon
University of San Carlos

Dr. Vinchita G. Quinto
Cebu Normal University

PH NatCom representatives with the organizers 
of this year’s International Assembly. 

The Industrial Engineering Council of the Cebu 
Institute of Technology–University of Cebu tops this 
year’s search for Most Outstanding UNESCO Club. 

The Young Educators’ Convergence of 
SOCCSKSARGEN belongs to the elite circle of 
clubs in good standing.

Mr. Jonathan Guerrero, President-elect National 
UNESCO Clubs of the Philippines President, 
with the outgoing officers and board members. 

Poster making contest Essay writing contest

Official Newsletter of Accredited UNESCO 
Clubs in the Philippines

2 0 1 6  I N T E R N AT I O N A L  A S S E M B LY  O F  Y O U T H  F O R  U N E S C O

W I N N E R S  O F  C O M P E T I T I O N S

UNESCO SDG Quiz Bowl (College Category) UNESCO SDG Quiz Bowl (High School Category)

Poster Making Competition (College Category) Poster Making Competition (High School Category)

Essay Writing in English (College Category) Essay Writing in English (High School Category)

Essay Writing in Filipino (College Category) Essay Writing in Filipino (High School Category)

Poem Writing in English (College Category) Poem Writing in English (High School Category)

Poem Writing in Filipino (College Category) Poem Writing in Filipino (High School Category)

CHAMPION

SECOND PLACER

THIRD PLACER

Kennedy Genon
Jibon Christine Tapere
CEBU NORMAL UNIVERSITY EDUCATOR’S CLUB

John Joseph De la Corta
Jamaica Layos
CIT UNIVERSITY INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING COUNCIL 

Kim Carlo Lat
Glenn Christopher Lambino
LYCEUM OF THE PHILIPPINES 

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING SOCIETY

CHAMPION

SECOND PLACER

THIRD PLACER

Marc Vincent Distor
Jericho Dave Biason
FQD UNESCO CLUB

Gwyneth Eloise Rojas
Raquel Hatulan
YOUNG EDUCATORS CONVERGENCE OF SOCCSKSARGEN

Dionne Epiphany Andueza
Gwyneth Villoso
BUCEILS – HS UNESCO CLUB

CHAMPION

SECOND PLACER

THIRD PLACER

CHAMPIONJulius Keen Dojino
VOYAGE GROUP OF STUDENT PUBLICATION

Kim Matt Chester Cuellar
INGAT NANG ASUNCION

Juno Abreu
LYCEUM – NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY CLUB

Jamie Marielle Arenas
FQD UNESCO CLUB

CHAMPION

SECOND PLACER

THIRD PLACER

CHAMPION

SECOND PLACER

THIRD PLACER

Casee Gabuya
CIT UNIVERSITY INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING COUNCIL

Eljay Teopengco
BALANGAY BAYANI

Reynald Velardo
INGAT NANG ASUNCION

Pia Angelika Desamito
PUNP STUDENT COMMISSION FOR UNESCO

Felicia Cathryn Maralit
KALASAG LAHI CLUB

Jouah Mhie Villorejo
TAYUD PERFORMING ARTS

CHAMPION

SECOND PLACER

THIRD PLACER

CHAMPION

SECOND PLACER

THIRD PLACER

CHAMPION

SECOND PLACER

THIRD PLACER

CHAMPION

SECOND PLACER

THIRD PLACER

CHAMPION

SECOND PLACER

THIRD PLACER

CHAMPION

SECOND PLACER

THIRD PLACER

Abigail Castro
LYCEUM – NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY UNESCO CLUB

Rajee Florido
UPLB UNESCO CLUB

Mary Eugenie Joy Orozco
CEBU NORMAL UNIVERSITY EDUCATOR’S CLUB

Kirsten Dane Mansilungan
KALASAG LAHI CLUB

Giecela Marie Vibar
BUCEILS – HS UNESCO EPPN

Andre Louis Ollica
FQD UNESCO CLUB

Titus Canete
BU SYMBIOSIS

Reymark Miraples
CCC UNESCO SCHOLAR’S CLUB

Nino Earl Tumulak
CEBU NORMAL UNIVERSITY SSC

Xyrize M. Palarca
YOUNG EDUCATORS CONVERGENCE OF SOCCSKSARGEN

Dan Asuncion
PUNP STUDENT COMMISSION FOR UNESCO

Aine Marya Lupo
BUCEILS HS

Francis Edward Blanco
MGA KASOCSCI UNESCO

Clan Josette Lisondra
CEBU NORMAL UNIVERSITY EDUCATOR’S CLUB

Delfin Java Jr.
VOYAGE GROUP OF STUDENT PUBLICATION

Kathleen Rosario
FQD UNESCO Club

Alona Marjalino
BUCEILS – HS UNESCO EPPN

Jayson Solis
FAITH GLOBAL AWARENESS
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WORLD DAY OF SOCIAL JUSTICE FORUM 

The National Association of UNESCO Clubs in the Philippines, with the assistance of PH NatCom, 

organized a forum to celebrate the World Day of Social Justice on 20 February 2016. 

As it was the first World Day of Social Justice Forum in the Philippines, the forum oriented 

participants on the concept of social justice based on provisions of Article XIII of the 1987 

Philippine Constitution which includes labor, health, urban land use and housing, agrarian 

reform, and the participation of people’s organizations. In attendance were around 200 participants 

composed of students, educators, government officials, and members of civil society organizations.

MEETING WITH THE COLOMBIAN YOUTH DELEGATION

YES ALUMNI ADVOCACY 
WORKSHOP 2016

On 22-26 August 2016, PH NatCom gave a 

presentation on global citizenship education 

before alumni scholars of the Kennedy-

Lugar Youth Exchange and Study (YES) 

Program who converged for a four-day 

workshop at Bayleaf Hotel, Intramuros, 

Manila. The group consisted of eight Filipinos 

and 32 scholars from India, Indonesia, 

Kenya, Malaysia, Mozambique, Pakistan 

Tanzania and Thailand. The YES Program 

is being implemented in the country by the 

Philippine office of the AFS Intercultural 

Programs, an international nonprofit and 

volunteer-driven organization committed 

to intercultural learning. Since 2004, 417 

Filipinos have been selected as YES Program 

scholars with the support of DepEd. Under the 

program, 24 Filipino students with disabilities 

were also given an opportunity to study 

one-year of high school in the United States. 

The latter was implemented in cooperation 

with the Department of Social and Welfare 

Development–Nationl Council on Disability 

Affairs. PH NatCom’s  Rex Ubac Jr., who served 

as resource speaker notes, “Young people 

are the driving force behind global citizenship 

and in putting this agenda into practice…

Young people and youth organizations can 

play a vital role in bringing the principles 

of global citizenship education to your 

respective communities. This places you at 

the crucial junction between international 

agenda and grassroots implementation.”

Ms. Maria Francisca Cepeda of the Colombia Joven presents the youth 
programs and projects implemented by the awardees of the National 
Youth Volunteering Award of Colombia. 

 

PH NatCom meets the awardees of the Fourth Edition of the National 
Youth Volunteering Award of Colombia. 

Mr. Rex Ubac Jr. highlights the importance of global citizenship 
and how an empowered youth can promote global citizenship 
at the grassroots level.
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PH NatCom gave a warm welcome to the youth 

awardees of the Fourth Edition of the National 

Youth Volunteering Award of Colombia, 

along with their Colombian Presidential Youth 

Office “Colombia Joven” Advisor, Ms. Maria 

Francisca Cepeda. The awardees were 

chosen from among hundreds of nominees by 

a high-level committee of juries representing 

international, public and civil society 

organizations. Part of the youth awardees’ 

mission as volunteers is to visit the Philippines 

and strengthen Colombia’s national youth 

system through a South to South cooperation 

strategy. This entails promoting knowledge 

and experience-sharing between Colombia 

and the South East Asian region. PH NatCom 

Planning and Information Officer, Ms. Kaye 

Sapungen, shared the nature and extent of 

Filipino youth’s engagement in UNESCO 

programs, projects, and activities. Meanwhile, 

Ms. Lounelle Godinez, representative of the 

National Association of UNESCO Clubs in the 

Philippines, presented the network’s efforts 

and initiatives in regard to the youth sector 

and towards peace-building. The Colombian 

Joven also presented and shared their 

projects and explored possible collaboration 

with the PH NatCom and other concerned 

Philippine agencies working with the 

youth sector.



INTERNATIONAL 
EXCHA NGES AND 
ACTIVITIES

In addition to sending PH NatCom Commissioners 

as well as Filipino experts/specialists to 

sector-specific international gatherings, 

PH NatCom staff attended several international 

events in 2016. These gave PH NatCom staff 

an opportunity to share Philippine experiences 

and viewpoints, and at the same time, 

learn from their counterparts and 

be updated on UNESCO-related 

developments.



THIRD INTERREGIONAL 
MEETING OF NATIONAL 
COMMISSIONS FOR 
UNESCO 

Dr. Virginia A. Miralao joined representatives of more 

than a hundred National Commissions at the Third 

Interregional Meeting of National Commissions 

for UNESCO on 13-15 June 2016 in Shanghai, China. 

The three-day meeting allowed officials and staff 

of National Commissions to discuss the following: 

(1) role of NatComs in advancing the 2030 Agenda 

for Sustainable Development; (2) youth and 

prevention of violent extremism; and (3) protection 

of common heritage in case of armed conflict or 

natural disaster. Consultations with the Member 

States were also held on UNESCO’s Draft 

Programme and Budget for 2018-2021 (39C/5).

TRAINING WORKSHOP FOR OFFICIALS 
OF ASIAN NATIONAL COMMISSIONS 
FOR UNESCO 

Asian National Commissions for UNESCO, including PH NatCom, were 

convened on 21-24 June 2016 in Bangkok, Thailand, as part of efforts to 

ensure the efficient and effective functioning of National Commissions. 

The workshop sessions on the first day focused on Sustainable 

Development Goal No. 4 (Ensure inclusive and quality education for all 

and promote lifelong learning), while the second and third day sessions 

tackled the interface and cooperation between National Commissions 

and UNESCO field offices, as well as UNESCO’s partnership strategy.

23RD SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE 
BOARD OF THE ASIA PACIFIC 
FEDERATION OF UNESCO CLUBS 
AND ASSOCIATIONS 

On 5-8 Sep 2016, PH NatCom, represented by Deputy Executive Director 

Lindsay A. Barrientos and Mr. Rex A. Ubac Jr., participated in the 23rd 

Session of the Executive Board of the Asia Pacific Federation of UNESCO 

Clubs and Association held in Almaty, Kazakhstan. The meeting tackled 

the impact of projects and activities implemented by all accredited 

federations for UNESCO in the Asia Pacific, and facilitated the exchange of 

ideas on potential programs and projects that can be undertaken by the 

UNESCO Clubs. The meeting also served as an occasion for 

participants to explore ways of ensuring the UNESCO Clubs’ operational 

and financial sustainability, and strengthening ties with National 

Commissions for UNESCO.

Heads of National Commissions in Asia gather to ensure 
that the functions of their respective offices are being 
carried out efficiently and effectively. 

Ms. Lindsay A. Barrientos and Mr. Rex A. Ubac join 
the 23rd Session of the Executive Board of the Asia 
Pacific Federation of UNESCO Clubs. 

Ms. Lindsay A. Barrientos with the Kazakhstan National Commission 
for UNESCO Secretary General, Madame Assel Utegenova, 
officials from Nepal, and the new President of the Asia-Pacific 
Federation of UNESCO Clubs and Associations, Bolat Akchulakov. 
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UN DAY CELEBRATION

PH NatCom Secretary General Lila Ramos Shahani 

and staff participated in the UN Day Celebration on 

24 October 2016 at the Music Hall, SM Mall of Asia. 

Leading the celebration were Foreign Affairs Secretary 

Perfecto R. Yasay Jr. and UN Resident Coordinator 

Ola Almgren. They were joined by prominent guests, such 

as Former Senator and diplomat Leticia Ramos Shahani; 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE UNESCO FLORENCE AGREEMENT

PH NatCom continues to implement the UNESCO Florence Agreement, a treaty in which states parties agree to waive customs 

duties and reduce/eliminate tariffs and other trade obstacles on imported educational, scientific, and cultural materials. As of 

the end of December 2016, PH NatCom completed the processing of 555 requests for tax and duty-free exemption of materials.
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Ambassador-Designate, Philippine Mission to the UN, 

Mr. Teodoro Locsin; and Former Senator Heherson Alvarez.

Secretary Yasay, in his message, reflected on the 

administration’s current national priorities and foreign 

policy, and affirmed the country’s commitment to UN’s 

higher purpose. He said, “The Philippines shall continue 

to engage the international community within the 

framework of the guiding principles of the United 

Nations in accordance with its time honored processes 

and protocols.”

UN Resident Coordinator Ola Almgren, meanwhile, noted 

that the 71st anniversary of the UN marks the first year 

of implementation of the Sustainable Development 

Goals. He said that the SDG initiatives along with 

the Paris Agreement on Climate Change are gaining 

momentum and noted that if  stakeholders, especially 

the youth, “keep up the effort to build a sustainable 

world, achieving the SDG targets in the next 15 years 

and changing the way we live is not impossible.”

Also on hand to celebrate the event were members 

of the Philippine Azkal—Aly Borromeo, James and 

Phil Younghusband—who led the symbolic kick, 

#GoForGoals, for #SDG2030. Celebrities such as 

KC Concepcion, Garie Concepcion, Daphne Osena-Paez, 

Gab Alipe and Antoinette Taus were also present 

to perform and deliver inspirational messages. 

Foreign Affairs Secretary Perfecto R. Yasay Jr. opens 
the UN Day celebration at the Music Hall, SM Mall 
of Asia. 

Secretary Perfecto Yasay and Mr. Ola Almgren with 
Philippine Azkal members, Aly Borromeo, James 
Younghusband and Phil Younghusband. 
 

PH NatCom Secretary General Lila Ramos Shahani and 
former Senator Leticia Ramos Shahani share stories with 
friends and colleagues from the diplomatic corps and DFA. 

Representatives from DFA and PH 
NatCom pose for a group selfie at 
the event. 
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JUNE

06-10 June 2016 
Khanty-Mansiysk, Russia

UNESCO IFAP International Conference 

MR. RAMON R. TUAZON

T I M E L I N E  O F  I N T E R N A T I O N A L  
C O N F E R E N C E S  A T T E N D E D  B Y  
P H  N A T C O M  A N D  P H I L I P P I N E  

R E P R E S E N T A T I V E S  

FEBRUARY

2 0 1 6

UNESCO Survey of Teachers in Pre-Primary Education

JANUARY

13-15 January 2016 
Yogyakarta, Indonesia 

28th Session of the MAB International
Co-ordinating Council

MARCH
The 4th World Congress of Biosphere Reserves

MAY

IOC-WESTPAC Advisory Group Meeting 2016 

DR. GIL S. JACINTO 

16-18 February 2016 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 

MR. ROMMEL ISIP 
MS. PIA CHAVEZ 

14-17 March 2016 
Lima, Peru 
DR. REYNALDO B. VEA 
MR. NORMAN C. EMMANUEL RAMIREZ 
MR. NELSON P. DEVANADERA 
MS. AMELITA DJ ORTIZ 
MR. GAY ALFRED A. BLANCO 

18-19 March 2016 
Lima, Peru 

HON. JOEY SALCEDA 
MR. HENDRIK GARCIA 
DR. REYNALDO B. VEA 

MS. AMELITA DJ. ORTIZ 
ATTY. CAROLINE CRUZ SABIO 

MR. FREDDIE A. BLANCO 
 
  
 

Sub-Regional Workshop on Sustainable Tourism at
the World Heritage Sites of Southeast Asia

23-24 May 2016 
Melaka, Malaysia 

MS. MARIE VENUS TAN 
MS. SYLVIA CHINAYOG 

MR. ROSCOE KALAW  
 

Third Interregional Meeting of National 
Commissions for UNESCO
13-15 June 2016 
Shanghai, China 

DR. VIRGINIA A. MIRALAO 

JULY
The 40th Session of the World Heritage Committee

19-21 July 2016 
Putrajaya, Malaysia 

Asia Pacific Regional Policy Forum on Early Childhood 
Care and Education 

MS. ELENA LOPEZ 
MS. JENNIFER QUINTO 
MS. ELISA CERVESA 
MS. FORCENINA FRIAS 
MS. PRIA ABAD 
DR. TERESITA INCIONG 

UNESCO / ISRAEL (MASHAV) Co-Sponsored
Fellowships – 2016 Course:  “Addressing

the Urbanization Challenge”

AUGUST
Sub-Regional Workshop for the Fight Against Illicit 
Trafficking of Cultural Property
11-12 August 2016 
Jakarta, Indonesia 
MR. JEFFERSON M. CHUA 

SEPTEMBER

10-20 July 2016 
Istanbul, Turkey 

AMB. MA. THERESA M. LAZARO 
MR. HENDRIK GARCIA 

MS. PISCES JOY RAZON 
MS. DONNA GATMAYTAN 

49th Session of Intergovernmental Oceanographic 
Commission (IOC) Executive Council
07-10 June 2016 
Paris, France 
DR. GIL S. JACINTO 

JUNETraining Workshop for Officials of Asian National
Commissions for UNESCO

21-24 June 2016 
Bangkok, Thailand 

DR. VIRGINIA A. MIRALAO 
MR. GAY ALFRED A. BLANCO 

UNESCO World Heritage Youth Forum: “At the
Crossroads of Multi-layered Heritage"

29 June-12 July 2016 
Istanbul, Turkey 

MR. JOHN LEO ALGO 

continued 

30 August-29 September 2016
Israel 

MS. KATRINA PATRICIA V. PALAFOX 

23rd Session of Asian Pacific Federation of UNESCO
Clubs and Associations Executive Board Meeting

05-08 September 2016 
Almaty, Kazakhstan  

MS. LINDSAY A. BARRIENTOS

MR. REX UBAC, JR 

2016 Website Development Project

MR. LAURENCE T. DUMADAG 
MS. KATHEREEN JANE SAPUNGEN 

06-09 September 2016 
Seoul, South Korea 

Consultation Meeting on the Regional Guidelines 
on the Role of Community Learning Centres and 
Adult Competencies for Lifelong Learning
13-14 September 2016 
Bangkok, Thailand 
MR. REX UBAC, JR. 
MS. JOSEFINA V. ESCUETA 
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INSTITUTIONAL
STRENGTHENING

Global Media Information Literacy (MIL) Week
31 October-05 November 2016 
Sao Paulo, Brazil 

28-30 November 2016 
Qingdao, China 

UNESCO IOC WESTPAC Advisory Group
Meeting 2016

DR. GIL S. JACINTO 

11th Session of the Intergovernmental 
Committee for the Safeguarding of the 
Intangible Cultural Heritage
28 November-02 December 2016 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 

ASEC LILA RAMOS SHAHANI 
MS. NORMA RESPICIO 
MR. JEFFERSON M.  CHUA 
MR. ERIC B. ZERRUDO

NOVEMBER

MR. JOSEPH YAP 

7th  Asia Pacific School Leadership Academy
20-25 October 2016 

Seoul, Republic of Korea 

DR. MARIA EVA NACION 
MR. RONALDO GARCIA 

2nd Technical Cooperation Group Meeting on the 
Indicators for SDG-4

26-28 October 2016 
Madrid, Spain 

OCTOBER

DR. NAPOLEON JUANILLO

Photo Credits: UNESCO-HQ, UNESCO Jakarta, SERNANP, Vietnam National IOC Committee



To align organizational systems and procedures with that of the national government, PH Natcom staff participated 

in several training programs and organizational enhancement activities in 2016 as follows: 

PH Natcom also conducted a Team-building 

and Annual Procurement Plan (APP) 

Planning/Validation Activity on 17-19 May 

2016 to create greater synergy among the 

staff and improve staff productivity. This 

exercise facilitated the development of a 

career and personnel development plan, 

a review of performance commitments 

of the staff, and identification of priority 

programs and projects for the remaining 

months of the fiscal year.

Training on the 

Procurement Law and 

Government Procurement 

Policy Board matters 

Seminar/Training on 

Enhanced E-National 

Government Accounting 

System and E-Budget 

Conference-Seminar on 

Government Association of 

Certified Public Accountants: 

Moving Up a Notch for 

Nation Building

1 2 3

1 6  M AY  2 0 1 6 4 - 7  J U LY  2 0 1 6 2 1  J U LY  2 0 1 6

4 5 6

3 SEPTEMBER 2016 6-8 DECEMBER 2016 14-15 DECEMBER 2016

Civil Service Fun Run 

Website Development Project

Training Workshop on 

Gender and Development, 

Year End Assessment 

and Annual Procurement 

Planning

Training Workshop on 

2016 Revised IRR of the 

Procurement Law and 

Government Procurement 

Policy Board (R.A. 9184) 
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Moreover, to improve PH Natcom operations, 

the staff attended the Website Development 

Workshop in Seoul, South Korea on 

6-9 September 2016 as well as the Training 

Course on Microsoft Server 2008 R2 

Implementing and Administering Services 

on 15-17 October 2016 in Makati City.

 

Atty. Raymond Velicaria, GPPB accredited trainer, orients the staff 
on the implementing rules and regulations of the Procurement Law. 

PH NatCom staff members join the 2016 Civil Service Fun Run. 

PH NatCom Secretary General Lila Ramos Shahani 
gives a lecture on gender sensitivity to NatCom staff. PH NatCom staff members review their performance commitment 

and identify priority programs and projects for 2016. 

Six National Commissions from Asia and the Pacific attend the 
Training Workshop on Website Development Project organized 
by the Korean National Commission for UNESCO. 



Finally, in October 2016, the new administration 

appointed Ms. Lila Ramos Shahani as Secretary-

General of PH Natcom.  Before assuming this 

post, Ms. Ramos Shahani served the Philippine 

government in various capacities—as Assistant 

Secretary and Head of Communications of the 

Human Development and Poverty Reduction 

Cabinet Cluster; Spokesperson of the Inter-Agency 

Council Against Trafficking; Assistant Secretary 

and Head of Communications of the National 

Anti-Poverty Commission; and Deputy Director 

of the Museum of Philippine Humanities at the 

Cultural Center of the Philippines. She also 

taught at the Asian Institute of Management, the 

Ateneo School of Government and the University 

of the Philippines, and had stints as staff 

member in international organizations such as 

the United Nations Children’s Fund and the United 

Nations Development Programme. Ms. Shahani 

did her undergraduate work at Brown University, 

received a Master’s degree from the Fletcher 

School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University, 

and is now a doctoral candidate at Oxford University.

MILESTONE 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

OF PH NATCOM
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Ms. Lila Ramos Shahani takes her oath as Secretary General 
of the Philippine National Commission before Foreign Affairs 
Secretary Perfecto R. Yasay. 

PH NatCom Secretary General Lila Ramos Shahani is joined 
by members of her family, former Senator Leticia Ramos 
Shahani, Mr. Chanda Narciso Ramos Shahani, and Mr. Ranjit 
Ramos Shahani, at the oath-taking ceremony. 

PH NatCom Secretary General Lila Ramos Shahani and the NatCom staff at the DFA. 



Facilitated the rehabilitation of the Rice Terraces of the 
Philippine Cordilleras

PH NatCom considers among its major 

accomplishments the removal of the 

Rice Terraces of the Philippine Cordilleras 

from the List of Endangered World Heritage 

Sites, and sustaining the gains achieved by 

the country. 

PH NatCom’s interventions focused on 

several areas. It coordinated with and brought 

together national government agencies, 

Centre-Netherlands Funds-in-Trust. Through 

international funding, along with national 

government funds, a total of 9,885 cubic 

meters of the inscribed heritage sites of 

Banawe, Kiangan, Hungduan and Mayaoyao 

were rehabilitated, benefiting about 1,000 

rice terraces farmers.

In addition, PH NatCom supported research 

that generated baseline data on the terraces 

1
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Recognizing that the sustainability of the 

terraces rests on the preservation of 

the culture of the Ifugao and the ability of 

the local government and Ifugao community 

to manage change, PH NatCom supported 

several education and training initiatives. 

It successfully endorsed, for Participation 

Programme funding, the project to establish 

a special secondary school for the 

conservation of the Ifugao terraces. Under the 

local government units, nongovernment 

organizations, and the local community to 

ensure that plans for arresting the decline of 

the heritage site are integrated, harmonized 

and more importantly, involve the Ifugao 

community. It helped mobilize funds for 

the physical restoration of the terraces by 

linking the local government with funding 

institutions such as the Prince Claus Fund 

of the Netherlands and World Heritage 

and the Ifugao people. Among these are a 

study to assess the socioeconomic conditions 

of rice terraces owner-cultivators; a study to 

analyze the vulnerability of the rice terraces 

to climate change impacts; and an annotation 

of existing literature on the rice terraces. 

These studies were presented to stakeholders 

at various fora and serve as valuable inputs 

to the preparation of plans and programs.

project, the Gohang National High School in 

Ifugao evolved into a special school that 

carries an Indigenous Knowledge Systems and 

Practices (IKSPs) curriculum. This curriculum 

is designed to transmit traditional rice 

terracing technology, rice cultivation 

practices, and other endangered customs 

and traditions to the next generation 

of Ifugao. PH NatCom likewise organized a 

workshop series to equip national agencies, 

local government units and heritage 

site managers with skills to implement 

sustainable tourism.
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Championed SDG4-Education 2030
 

PH NatCom contributed to the development of 

the new global goals in education. It facilitated 

the inclusion of inputs of DepEd, CHED and 

TESDA in the Education 2030 Framework 

for Action. It also played an important role in 

conveying and sharing Philippine experiences 

on policies and measures in various meetings 

and fora, with the intent of improving UNESCO’s 

own programmes and standards in education.

 

the Zero-In Consortium of Private Museums, 

the project aimed to help cultural workers 

and community members transform their 

museums into sites for lifelong learning.

  

PH NatCom was likewise instrumental in the 

establishment of the Southeast Asian Centre of 

Lifelong Learning and Sustainable Development, 

a UNESCO Category II Centre whose mission 

2Moreover, PH NatCom exerted efforts to 

promote lifelong and life-wide learning to 

relevant stakeholders in the country. Through 

conferences, workshops, lectures and other 

platforms, PH NatCom encouraged dialogue 

and exchange of ideas on how to harness the 

benefits of lifelong learning to attain the 

country’s development goals. It supported 

projects and activities that sought to expand 

opportunities for acquisition of knowledge 

beyond formal schooling. One such project 

was the series of capacity-building workshops 

on the establishment of community museums. 

Held from 2013 to 2015 in partnership with 

is to provide assistance, conduct research, 

set standards, and pursue advocacy in the 

area of lifelong learning toward sustainable 

development. With the support of PH NatCom, 

SEA CLLSD co-organized conferences and 

released publications on various aspects 

of lifelong learning (e.g., prospects for the 

ageing population, its role in nurturing creative 

entrepreneurship/economies, and ethics in 

sports through continuous learning).  

SEA CLLSD has also been participating in 

discussions on the use of open educational 

resources for twenty-first century and 

lifelong learning.

One notable achievement of SEA CLLSD was the 

country’s hosting of the 4th Biennial Meeting 

of UNESCO Category-II Centres in Education on 

25-27 May 2015. The meeting gathered 

representatives from various UNESCO centres 

in education, government officials, and other 

education stakeholders. The high-level meeting 

gave the participants an opportunity to further 

deliberate on the Post-2015 Agenda on 

Education, which was at the core of global 

discussions in the World Education Forum held 

a day prior to the biennial meeting. The 

alignment of vision of participants was 

especially helpful in the identification of 

common projects for all Category-II Centres. 

Since 2013, PH NatCom has also been 

collaborating with the Philippine Center for 

Gifted Education not only to improve 

interventions for the gifted, but also to refine 

the education framework. The project 

sought to maximize the talents of the gifted 

and those with high ability for development 

at all levels, from local to global.
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Engaged and capacitated the Filipino youth

Following UNESCO’s goals of “empowering 

young people, reaching out to them, responding 

to their expectations and ideas, and fostering 

useful and long-lasting skills,” PH NatCom has 

backed various initiatives of the youth sector. 

PH NatCom has been steadfast in helping the 

National Association of UNESCO Clubs in the 

Philippines and its partner youth organizations 

Youth Development Summit (on peace 

and resiliency). PH NatCom has also been 

supporting the association’s other activities 

such as the publication of its newsletter and 

youth competitions. 

PH NatCom likewise supported efforts of other 

organizations involved in youth development 

and in delivering services for the youth. 

3organize yearly international youth 

conferences that provide a platform for the 

youth to share their perspectives, debate 

ideas and forge consensus on national and 

global concerns. The most recent of these are 

the 2016 International Assembly of Youth for 

UNESCO (on sustainable development goals); 

2015 International Assembly of Youth for 

UNESCO (on ASEAN integration and sustainable 

development goals); and the 2014 International 

In 2015, for instance, it embarked on a national 

“Anti-doping in Sport” campaign along with 

the SEA CLLSD and the Philippine Sports 

Commission to raise young athletes’ awareness 

of the harmful effects of performance-

enhancing drugs and to emphasize as well 

the values of sportsmanship and ethical 

conduct in sport.  

Research projects focusing on the youth were 

also prioritized by PH NatCom in an effort to 

understand today’s youth and inform youth 

programs and interventions. For example, it 

collaborated with the Philippine Social Science 

Council on the Study of Filipino Youth Transitions, 

which entailed an in-depth survey of senior 

high school students in selected schools 

in Metro Manila and nearby provinces. 

The research project collected and analyzed 

information about young people’s lives, 

including their concept of self, value priorities, 

achievement orientation, influences, and 

aspirations. The project resulted in two major 

publications which, to date, remain important 

sources of baseline information concerning the 

Filipino youth.
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Expanded knowledge of the Philippine media

Recognizing that the media can be a 

powerful catalyst for attaining UNESCO’s 

aspirations for society, PH NatCom sought 

better understanding of the workings of 

the Philippine media to inform efforts to 

improve media content and operations. 

Foundation to locate, collate and consolidate 

archival documents, original audio and video 

materials, and other sources of seminal 

developments in Philippine media.  These two 

initiatives have laid the groundwork for piecing 

together the history of Philippine media.

4
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Gaps in Philippine media history have led 

PH NatCom to collaborate with the Asian 

Institute of Journalism and Communication 

in 2013 on a forum aimed at crafting a media 

history agenda for the country. The following 

year, PH NatCom took it a step further by 

funding the proposal of the University of the 

Philippines’ College of Mass Communication 

Beginning 2010, PH NatCom also supported 

various initiatives to inquire into the concept 

of culture of impunity in the light of the 

rising incidence of journalist killings in the 

country. It also commissioned studies to 

inquire into the demographic characteristics 

of the slain journalists as well as probe 

the geographic and temporal contexts of 

the attacks. Through these, PH NatCom sought 

to determine who are most at risk, identify 

policy and program gaps, and determine 

interventions that can prevent the killings and 

expedite the resolution of cases of 

slain journalists.
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Contributed to understanding of social transformations 
brought about by migration

Understanding how societies have responded 

to or have been transformed by social, 

economic, political and environmental 

developments has been among the global 

priorities of the UNESCO social and human 

sciences sector. 

Philippines and destination countries; issues 

of identity, integration and assimilation; and 

migration governance and policies. In addition, 

PH NatCom collaborated with PMRN on two 

pioneering studies that took stock of the 

Philippines as host to or destination country 

5
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PH NatCom shares this goal and has invested 

in studying what is arguably one of the 

most transformative events in the country’s 

recent history—large-scale migration. Since 

the late 90s, it has partnered with the 

Philippine Migration Research Network (PMRN) 

on a number of research projects that 

examined patterns of Filipino migration; 

the consequences of migration to the 

of foreign nationals. PH NatCom likewise 

supported or participated in a number of 

multistakeholder fora tackling such topics as 

migration policies (e.g., Citizenship Retention 

and Re-acquisition Act, Overseas Absentee 

Voting Act and Dual Citizenship Act); 

transnational communities in the Philippines; 

globalization of households in Pacific Asia; 

and role of Filipino overseas migrants as 

political actors.

Collectively, these studies and fora have 

surfaced key insights into the Philippine 

migration experience, e.g., that Filipino 

migrants are “agents” rather than hapless 

victims; that modern technology has 

facilitated the formation of transnational 

households and communities; and that 

remittances, both monetary and nonmonetary, 

can be drivers of development. They also 

challenged many popular assumptions, such 

as the notion that migration is a source of 

national shame, or that the Philippines is an 

open, inclusive and foreign-friendly society. 

These findings and discussions have not only 

opened up new avenues of inquiry, but also 

provided policy/program options for 

government, civil society and private sector 

stakeholders.
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Raised national consciousness on the importance of 
documentary heritage

It has been the mission of PH NatCom to 

raise the level of consciousness of Filipinos 

on the importance of preserving and sharing 

the country’s documentary heritage, i.e., text, 

sounds, and images that record the country’s 

history, identity and collective knowledge. 

It promoted the Memory of the World 

Programme, established by UNESCO in 1992 

to encourage countries to identify their 

Prior to the member-states’ adoption of the 

Recommendation Concerning the Preservation 

of, and Access to, Documentary Heritage 

Including In Digital Form in 2015, PH NatCom 

already recognized the value of preserving 

the intellectual outputs of the country’s 

leading scholars. It embarked on a project with 

the Philippine Social Science Council to digitize 

the papers, published and unpublished, of 

pioneers in various social science disciplines, 

6
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respective documentary heritage and ensure 

the preservation and accessibility of 

their documents through inscription on 

international and national registers. Through 

the Awareness-Raising Seminar and 

Writeshops conducted by PH NatCom and 

Prof. Nick Deocampo of the Center for New 

Cinema, over 500 heritage workers, librarians, 

archivists, educators, and students were 

oriented on the concept of MOW and gained 

knowledge on Philippine documents inscribed 

on UNESCO’s international register and the 

country’s national register.

such as anthropology, communication, 

demography, economics, geography, 

linguistics, political science,  psychology and 

sociology. Phase 1 (2011) and Phase 2 (2014) 

of the project facilitated the scanning and 

indexing of over 700 papers of 25 social 

science scholars. These papers have been 

uploaded on Philippine Social Science Council’s 

online repository which can be accessed for 

free by the general public. 

Moreover, PH NatCom partnered with the 

National Library of the Philippines under 

former director Antonio Santos to organize 

the first ever National Conference on 

Digital Heritage on 4-6 November 2015. 

The conference, with the theme “Preservation 

of, and Access to Documentary Heritage in 

the Digital Age,” facilitated the discussion of 

appropriate platforms for the creation of digital 

heritage collection; sharing of initiatives and 

best practices, at the local and international 

levels, for creating and managing digital 

heritage collection; and the formation of 

linkages between and among participants 

involved in digital heritage management, such 

as librarians, curators, archivists, IT experts, 

educators, publishers, and administrators of 

cultural heritage organizations, educational and 

research institutions, and creative industries.
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Helped Albay gain recognition as a biosphere reserve and 
continued to protect existing biosphere reserves

Biosphere reserves are exemplars of the 

harmonious relationship between the natural 

environment and the community. The first 

Philippine site that earned UNESCO recognition 

as a biosphere reserve was Palawan, declared 

in 1977, followed by Puerto Galera, declared in 

1990. No other site was nominated again by the 

Philippine government until two decades later. 

Biosphere International Coordinating Council. 

Albay officially became the country’s third 

biosphere area at the 28th MAB ICC session 

in 2016.

PH Natcom also worked to ensure that the 

Palawan and Puerto Galera biosphere reserves 

maintain their integrity despite increased 
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In 2013, on advice of PH NatCom and experts, 

the provincial government of Albay decided 

to vie for the recognition of Albay as a 

biosphere reserve. Albay is not only the site 

of the famed Mayon Volcano, but is also home 

to rich aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems 

with inhabitants who practice sustainable 

fishing, agriculture and tourism. PH NatCom 

guided the provincial government on each 

step of the nomination process: it explained 

the requirements and criteria for international 

recognition, coordinated with relevant 

government agencies, helped put together 

the nomination dossier, and facilitated the 

submission of the same to the Man and the 

human activity and other types of threats. 

For example, PH Natcom collaborated with 

the Manila Observatory to conduct a thorough 

assessment of the state of the Palawan 

biosphere reserve in 2013. They teamed 

up to collect and analyze Remote Sensing-

Geographic Information System-generated 

maps to determine biodiversity, settlement 

and land use patterns, surface and ground 

water quality, and environmentally critical 

areas. In addition, they obtained rainfall and 

temperature data for the period 1951-2005 

to examine decadal variations and trends in 

Palawan’s climate. The study provided critical 

data that guided the plans and programs 

of the province of Palawan, the Palawan 

Council for Sustainable Development (PCSD), 

and the site managers of the Tubbataha 

Natural Park and Puerto Princesa 

Subterrannean River National Park.

PH Natcom also took immediate action to 

address the zoning concerns raised by the 

MAB ICC on the Puerto Galera Biosphere 

Reserve in 2014. It rallied all relevant 

stakeholders to thresh out interventions that 

need to be undertaken to bring the Puerto 

Galera biosphere up to standard. As a first 

step, the National Mapping and Resource 

Information Authority was mobilized by 

PH Natcom to produce cartographic and 

orthoimage maps of Puerto Galera to help 

local authorities demarcate the boundaries of 

core, buffer and transition zones. PH Natcom 

also prodded the local government units, 

national government agencies, and 

environmental groups to work together to 

formulate a viable resource management plan 

as well as a management structure for the 

efficient administration of the Puerto Galera 

biosphere reserve. 
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Capacity Building through the PAMANA Series

The Philippines, to date, has identified 

19 cultural and natural properties that have 

outstanding universal value and are 

deemed eligible for inscription on the 

World Heritage List. Many of those in the 

“tentative list” were submitted more than a 

decade ago, yet, there has been little to no 

progress in terms of preparing the required 

to the 2014 workshop in Vigan, Ilocos 

which was intended to rekindle the interest 

and commitment of the administrators of 

the eligible sites to pursue a World Heritage 

Site or Biosphere Reserve designation.

The first leg of the series, held on 14-15 April 

2016 in Puerto Princesa, Palawan, discussed 
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research and documentation. In view of this, 

PH NatCom in 2016 launched the PAMANA: 

World Heritage and Biosphere Reserve 

Nomination Series, a three-part workshop 

series that aims to build the technical 

capabilities of the representatives of the 

listed properties to meet the requirements 

for nomination. The series is a follow-up 

the concept of outstanding universal value 

and presented the ten criteria for inscription. 

The next one, conducted on 15-16 September 

2016 in Mati City, Davao Oriental, focused on 

the concepts of authenticity and integrity. 

The last leg, held on 23-24 March 2017 in 

Legazpi City, Albay presented case studies 

on heritage site protection and management. 

These workshops have yielded concrete 

results. The provincial government of Albay 

will target the submission of documents 

for the nomination of Mayon Volcano 

Natural Park at the end of September of 2017. 

The provincial government of Palawan, 

through the Palawan Council for Sustainable 

Development, will collaborate with 

Conservation International and other groups 

to work on the nomination dossier and target 

its submission to the World Heritage Centre by 

2019.  The local government units in-charge 

of the Northern Sierra Madre Natural Park, 

Bataan National Park, Chocolate Hills 

Natural Monument, and Mt. Malindang 

Range Natural Park committed to pursue 

the designation of these sites as biosphere 

reserves first before seeking their 

inscription on the World Heritage List. 
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